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Abstract

Vessels constitute one of the most cost effective ways of transporting goods around the world. Despite the
efforts, maritime accidents still occur, with catastrophic consequences. For this reason, vessels are submitted
to periodical inspections for the early detection of cracks and corrosion. These inspections are nowadays
carried out at a great cost. In order to contribute to make ship inspections safer and more cost-efficiently,
this paper presents a novel framework to turn a Micro-Aerial Vehicle into a flying camera that can virtually
teleport the human surveyor through the different structures of the vessel hull. The system architecture
has been developed to be reconfigurable so that it can fit different sensor suites able to supply a proper
state estimation, being at the same time compatible with the payload capacity of the aerial platform and
the operational conditions. The control software has been designed following the Supervised Autonomy
paradigm, so that it is in charge of safety related issues such as collision avoidance, while the surveyor,
within the main control loop, is supposed to supply motion commands while he/she is concentrated on the
inspection at hand. In this paper, we report on an extensive evaluation of the platform capabilities and
usability, both under laboratory conditions and on board a real vessel, during a field inspection campaign.
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1. Introduction

The importance of maritime transport for the international commerce is unquestionable. Different types
of vessels are used depending on the kind of product that is to be carried: oil tankers, bulk carriers, container
ships, etc. All of them can be affected by different kinds of defects that may appear due to several factors,
such as structural overload, problems in the vessel design, the use of sub-standard materials/procedures,
normal decaying of the metallic structures in the sea, etc. Regardless of its cause, cracks and corrosion are
the two main defective situations that appear in vessel structures. Their presence and spread are indicators
of the state of the vessel hull, so that an early detection can prevent major problems such as wreckages. For
this reason, Classification Societies impose periodical inspection to assess the structural integrity of vessels.

Nowadays, to perform the inspection of a vessel, this must be situated in a dockyard (and sometimes in
a dry-dock) where high scaffoldings are installed to allow the surveyors to reach all the plates and structures
of the vessel. This procedure, together with the lost-opportunity costs due to the fact that the ship is not
being operated, give rise to high expenses for the ship owner/operator. Furthermore, during this process,
vessel surveyors may need to reach high-altitude areas or even enter into hazardous environments, putting
at risk his/her own integrity.

In line with the aforementioned, the EU project INCASS1 (finished in 2017) pursued to develop new
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technological tools with the aim of contributing to the re-engineering process of vessel inspection. Among
them, this paper focuses on an aerial robotic tool that has been developed for the visual inspection of the
inner vessel hull. The idea behind this device is to allow the surveyor to perform a proper inspection from
a safe and comfortable position.

Regarding the latter, the robotics literature contains a number of contributions for vessel hull inspection
involving robotic platforms. The majority of the existing approaches make use of underwater vehicles to
inspect the submerged part of the hull. Some of them are based on the use of Remotely Operated Vehicles
(ROV) (see for example [16, 20]), while other approaches are based on the use of Autonomous Underwater
Vehicles (AUV) which estimate their position with regard to the vessel hull using different devices and/or
techniques. Apart from solutions based on free-floating AUVs (see for example [11, 22]), in this group we
can also find some approaches of hull-crawling vehicles which are attached to the hull by means of suction
(see [1, 19]). The robotics literature also reports on a reduced number of robotic platforms that operate
magnetically attached to the vessel hull, what makes feasible the inspection above the water line (e.g. [3, 12]).

To the best of the authors’ knowledge, the only contributions about flying robots specifically devised for
vessel hull visual inspection result from our research. Our first attempt for vessel visual inspection using a
MAV focused on providing a fully autonomous platform [4]. This robotic platform led to successful results
in field tests performed in different types of vessels during the EU project MINOAS2 [10]. Nevertheless,
the usability of this platform was limited due to the way how inspections had to be performed. To carry
out a mission, this had to be previously specified in a “mission description file” which consisted in a list
of waypoints to attain and actions to perform. Despite this way of operation is suitable to sweep a vessel
surface, e.g. a bulkhead, and take a picture, for example, every half a meter, it is not appropriate to make
the vehicle attain a specific point in the vessel structure with unknown coordinates. Furthermore, during
the field trials, some surveyors demanded the capability of flexibly manoeuvring the vehicle with some kind
of remote control. Besides, since this autonomous system is based on a position control loop, issues in the
position estimate, i.e. due to a malfunction of the laser scanner used for the perception of the surrounding
structure, may put the platform in trouble or jeopardize the execution of the inspection mission.

This paper presents a novel approach for the visual inspection of vessels which intends to overcome
the shortcomings of our previous platform. Results for preliminary designs of the new MAV can be found
in [5], [7] and [21]. This paper focuses however on the next step of design and development, which consists in
a reconfigurable framework intended to provide an existing MAV with the capabilities to become an effective
and easy to use tool for the vessel inspection task. The resulting system is reconfigurable in the sense that it
can incorporate different sensor suites depending on the payload capacity of the MAV and the operational
conditions (such as the amount and kind of illumination or the presence of obstacles, e.g. consider the case
of a cluttered environment). The present paper also provides an extensive evaluation of the performance
and usability of the robotic device both under laboratory conditions and during a real inspection campaign
on board a real vessel.

The paper is organized as follows: in Section 2, the system requirements are presented, including the
requirements needed to accomplish the target tasks and also those necessary to improve the usability of the
platform; Section 3 overviews the platform, introducing the key aspects of the approach and the operating
paradigm; Section 4 reviews different sensor suites proposed to estimate the platform state estimation and
perceive the environment; in Section 5, the control architecture design is detailed; Section 6 describes
the pipeline that estimates the platform state from the sensor data; Section 7 provides the details for the
implementation of the MAV; Section 8 reports on an extensive evaluation of the platform performance under
laboratory conditions; Section 9 shows the performance and usability of the vehicle during an inspection
campaign on board a real vessel; and, to finish, Section 10 draws some conclusions on the work described.

2. System Requirements

The system requirements have been defined taking into account the target task. The idea is to obtain
an aerial robotic device to teleport the vessel inspector through the different structures of the vessel, so that
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he/she can perceive an appropriate view of the hull state. The requirements to fulfil this task are:

1. the vehicle must allow a close-up view of the inspected surface,
2. the vehicle must obey the commands indicated by the user/surveyor,
3. the vehicle must allow reaching the highest structures of the vessel hull (notice that this requirement

is not as obvious at it seems, since the robotic platform could be e.g. a magnetic crawler),
4. the vehicle must be able to operate inside the vessel hull, including rather narrow spaces, such as

ballast tanks, and
5. the vehicle must be able to operate in dark areas, such as a ballast tank or a tanker cargo hold, where

daylight can not penetrate.

Other requirements are defined to increase the usability of the platform and/or to reduce the mental
workload of the user/surveyor who is performing the visual inspection:

6. the vehicle must implement self-preservation functions such as prevent collisions with the surrounding
obstacles,

7. the vehicle must be operable by non-expert users who maybe have never used a robotic device, and
8. the vehicle should provide some autonomous behaviours to alleviate the inspection task to the surveyor,

especially when performing repetitive operations or those prolonged in time.

3. System Overview

The aerial robotic tool has been designed to fulfil the system requirements presented in the previous
section. To this end, the system architecture has been reconsidered from scratch. Regarding the vehicle
configuration, we have chosen to use a multirotor device. This kind of vehicle, in its different setups
(quadcopter, hexacopter, octocopter, etc.), has been widely used in the recent years for visual inspection tasks
(see of example [15, 17, 25]). Multirotors present the advantage that they require simple rotor mechanics for
flying control. Unlike single and double-rotor helicopters, multirotors use fixed-pitch blades and the vehicle
motion is achieved by varying the relative speed of each motor to change the thrust and torque that they
produce. Among them, we focus on those which weigh less than 2 Kg. The reduced size of these MAVs,
together with their capabilities for hovering and Vertical Take-Off and Landing (VTOL), make them suitable
for operating in confined spaces and close to structures, which is a crucial feature for being able to achieve
close-up visual inspection.

With this aim, the vehicle is equipped with cameras to take high resolution pictures and videos from the
vessel hull surface. The inspection in dark spaces, such as ballast tanks or closed cargo holds, is possible
thanks to the use of high power LEDs that illuminate the inspected surface. All the pictures are tagged
with the estimated pose of the vehicle to perform an effective inspection of the vessel and to allow revisiting
the area if necessary. Pose estimation issues are explained in the following sections.

Operating a MAV in close proximity to a structure can be a challenging task due to complex environmen-
tal conditions and potentially poor situation awareness of the remote pilot. To reduce the mental workload of
the pilot in these situations it is beneficial to give the vehicle its own artificial situation awareness. Following
this idea, the system architecture has been designed around the Supervised Autonomy (SA) paradigm [9].
This defines a framework for human-robot interaction which aims at the alleviation of stress on human users
through an appropriate level of instructions and feedback. In other words, the human user is not burdened
with the complete control of the system, and hence he/she can concentrate on the task at hand. The SA
framework comprises five concepts:

• Self-preservation, which refers to preserving the platform from anything that can jeopardize its in-
tegrity, such as a collision. The idea is that the required control issues are addressed by the robot
itself.

• Instructive feedback, to provide the user with the same environment perception capabilities as the
robot. For example, the system can provide the user with images of what the robot sees ahead, or the
distance to the nearest obstacles at both sides of the robot.
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Figure 1: Overview of the inspection system designed around the Supervised Autonomy paradigm.

• Qualitative instructions, which are used to command the robot in an easily understood manner. For
example, instructions such as “go ahead until you find an obstacle”.

• Qualitative explanations, to describe to the user what is happening during the course of a mission
using a language similar to the one employed for the qualitative instructions. For example, the robot
can indicate that is “going forward” or inform about “obstacle detected”.

• User interface, which is used to display the instructive feedback and allows the user to issue qualitative
instructions.

To implement the SA framework, our solution has been designed around two separate agents. On the one
hand, the aerial platform, which is fitted with several sensors and actuators, is in charge of all the control-
related issues to successfully carry out the specified task. The autonomous controller is also in charge of
the self-preservation of the platform. On the other hand, the base station is used by the user/surveyor to
indicate the qualitative instructions to the aerial platform by means of some input device. At the same
time, the base station is used to provide the user/surveyor with information about the mission’s state and
the MAV’s situation, using instructive feedback and qualitative explanations. The communication between
both agents is performed via a wireless connection. An overview of the system can be found in Fig. 1.

The vehicle is fitted with a suitable set of sensors to allow the platform to properly estimate its state and
perceive its environment under the specific operational conditions that arise inside vessels. In particular, the
vehicle can not use GNSS positioning systems due to the lack of line of sight with satellites. Furthermore,
the sensor suite must include sensors to allow the vehicle operation in dark spaces, where daylight can not
penetrate. Section 4 discusses about the different sensors that have been considered to be installed on-board
the MAV.

The autonomous controller comprises a set of behaviours which are in charge of accomplishing the
specified task while ensuring the platform self-preservation. For example, a behaviour is in charge of moving
the platform as indicated by the user, another prevents collisions with the surrounding obstacles, another
keeps a constant distance with the inspected surface, etc. The different behaviours developed are detailed
in Section 5.4.

This design introduces the user/surveyor in the position control loop, allowing him/her to take the
platform to the desired point while being assisted at all times by the control software. Furthermore, waypoint
navigation is not used in this design and, hence, position estimation is not required for the control system.
Instead, our approach is based on a velocity controller, what requires proper speed estimations.
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4. Sensor Suite

The design of our inspection tool requires ensuring accurate estimation of speed (for the control software),
as well as a position estimate (not so critical) to tag the pictures taken during a flight. A detailed description
of the platform state, including the estimated velocity and position, is provided in Section 5.2.

As mentioned before, the need of flying inside closed spaces make impossible the use of GNSS systems
such as GPS. Furthermore, the large dimensions of the holds and tanks inside vessels, together with the
presence of traces of goods or rust particles, make unfeasible the use of motion tracking systems. Because
of that, the vehicle state estimation must rely on on-board sensors. Among them, we focus on lightweight
devices that can be carried by small UAVs as payload.

All MAVs are normally equipped with an IMU. This device usually comprises three accelerometers, three
gyroscopes and a magnetometer. Using these sensors, the IMU can estimate the accelerations of the vehicle
in the three axes (longitudinal, lateral and vertical), the three angular velocities around these axes, and the
attitude of the platform. Despite they are widely used, IMUs can not be employed alone to estimate the
platform velocity or position. Linear velocities are sometimes computed by integrating the accelerations
measured with the IMU, but this just works for a short period of time (maybe a few seconds). Then,
the inexactitudes in the acceleration measure, together with the effect introduced by the finite sampling
frequency of the sensor, make the velocity estimation degenerate. For this reason, to obtain a proper
velocity or position estimation, IMU data have to be combined with information provided by other sensors.

We propose three different sensor suites to be installed on the aerial platform, which are enumerated in
the following sections.

Sensor suite 1 It is devised for small UAVs with a very limited payload. It is based on the use of
velocity estimates regarding the floor and/or the front wall (the wall under inspection). These estimates are
obtained using optical flow sensors which provide the velocity combining a camera and an ultrasound (US)
range sensor. The camera is used to compute the optical flow while the range sensor is used to introduce
the scale to the flow measures, to obtain speed values, as well as the distance to the wall. Two additional
US range sensors are used to detect the obstacles at both sides of the platform. The height estimation is
performed using an optical range sensor, instead of a US sensor because of the typically longer range offered
by the former (in particular, longer than the downward-looking optical flow sensor). Finally, the pose of
the platform is estimated using a forward-looking camera which provides images to feed a monocular SLAM
algorithm. To summarize, the first sensor suite comprises:

• an IMU for attitude estimation,

• an optical flow sensor, comprising a camera and a US range sensor, looking forward,

• an optical flow sensor, comprising a camera and a US range sensor, looking downward,

• an optical range sensor looking downward,

• a US range sensor looking to the left,

• a US range sensor looking to the right, and

• a colour camera looking forward.

Since this sensor suite is based on the use of several cameras, it requires a sufficiently illuminated scene to-
gether with the presence of distinguishable points (known as features), to allow for a proper estimation of the
vehicle motion and position. This lightweight sensor suite is therefore not adequate for dark environments.
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Sensor suite 2 It is suitable for platforms with a larger payload. It is based on the use of a laser
scanner for velocity estimation, obstacle detection and position estimation via SLAM. Compared to the
first sensor suite, the optical flow and range sensors are removed, as well as the forward-looking camera for
displacement estimation. The second sensor suite thus comprises:

• an IMU for attitude estimation,

• a laser scanner, and

• an optical range sensor looking downward.

The use of a laser scanner makes feasible the operation in dark or poorly textured environments, but
requires the presence of, from time to time, changes in the structure, for a proper estimation of the MAV
motion. For example, this sensor is affected by the so called “canyoning” effect, i.e. the miss-estimation of
the displacement along a corridor or canyon due to multiple feasible matchings between consecutive laser
scans.

Sensor suite 3 It is intended to provide a more robust system, suitable for flying in a larger variety
of environments. It results from combining the first and second sensor suites so that both the optical flow
sensors and the laser scanner are used to estimate velocity and position. The laser scanner is used as the
main sensor, while the information provided by the optical flow sensors allows for a suitable estimation in
non-structured environments or corridors, preventing miss-estimations such as the ones produced by the
“canyoning” effect. To summarize, this last sensor suite comprises:

• an IMU for attitude estimation,

• an optical flow sensor, comprising a camera and a US range sensor, looking forward,

• an optical flow sensor, comprising a camera and a US range sensor, looking downward,

• a laser scanner, and

• an optical range sensor looking downward.

The different sensor suites will be referred to as SS1, SS2 and SS3 from now on. The way how the data
provided by all the sensors is processed and combined to estimate the platform state is detailed in Section 6.
Notice that SS2 and SS3 require an additional camera to perform the visual inspection of the vessel. This
has not been included in the previous lists since it is not necessary for the estimation the platform state.

5. Control Architecture

The control architecture has been designed as a layered structure, so that each layer corresponds to a
different control level. This architecture is shown in Fig. 2. The lowest layer of the architecture comprises
the attitude and thrust controllers which supply the motors commands, while the mid-level layer consist of
the height and velocity controllers. These two layers are detailed in Section 5.3. The high-level layer is in
charge of executing the MAV behaviours module, comprising several robot behaviours. These behaviours
collaborate to provide the middle layer with proper velocity commands. Notice that the control software has
been designed following the SA paradigm, so that this last layer is in charge of the platform self-preservation
and the fulfilment of the qualitative instructions given by the user/surveyor, as explained in Section 3. A
description of all the behaviours and the way how they interact with each other can be found in Section 5.4.

Apart from the control layers, the State estimation module is in charge of processing and combining all
the sensor data to estimate the platform state. The state estimate is used by the different control layers as
seen in Fig. 2. The state estimation module is organized as a pipeline, as detailed in Section 6.
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5.1. Flight Stages

Flight control is implemented as a finite state machine that comprises five states: landed, taking-off,
flying, descending and landing. The transitions between states take place when particular conditions are
met. For example, the system changes from landed to taking-off when the user starts the take-off manoeuvre
from the user interface. Then, the motors start running and perform an acceleration ramp to elevate the
vehicle from the floor. Some other transitions do not depend on the user commands but on sensor data and
on the vehicle state. For example, the system changes from taking-off to flying when the platform height
is above a certain value or after some time at a high level of motor thrust. The complete state machine is
shown in Fig. 3.

When the system is in the flying stage, three controllers are in charge of tracking the speed command in
the longitudinal, lateral and vertical axes. When the speed command in the vertical axis is zero, the height
controller is enabled to provide the suitable command to the vertical speed controller in order to keep the
current height. Furthermore, when the system enters the flying stage for the first time, an auto-adjustment
of the hovering thrust is performed to stablish the suitable value for the specific air conditions. Details
about the hovering thrust and the speed/height controllers are provided in Section 5.3.

The landing procedure is split into two stages. When the user starts the landing manoeuvre, the system
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Table 1: MAV state. The first column indicates the modules or control systems which require each state variable.

x y z ϕ θ ψ ẋ ẏ ż ϕ̇ θ̇ ψ̇ ẍ ÿ z̈ db df dl dr

Attitude contr. × × × × × ×
Velocity contr. × × × × × ×
Height contr. × ×

MAV behaviours × × × ×
Image tagging × × × ×

Position: x, y and z.
Orientation: ϕ, θ and ψ.
Linear velocities: ẋ, ẏ and ż.

Angular velocities: ϕ̇, θ̇ and ψ̇.
Linear accelerations: ẍ, ÿ and z̈.
Distances to obstacles below, in front and at both sides: db, df , dl and dr

changes to the descending stage. Within this stage, the three speed controllers are still active and the vertical
speed command is overwritten by a descending speed in order to reduce the flight height. The longitudinal
and lateral commands are fed with the setpoint indicated by the MAV behaviours module, as in the flying
stage, so that the platform still obeys the user commands, prevents collisions, etc. When the platform is
close enough to the floor, it changes to the landing stage, which performs a deceleration ramp of the thrust
and, finally, switches the motors off. The user can cancel a landing manoeuvre during the descending stage
by starting a take-off manoeuvre. In that case, the system changes back to the flying stage.

5.2. Platform State

The pose of the aerial tool is determined by its position (x, y, z) and orientation (ϕ, θ, ψ) 3. The latter
is given using Euler angles, which are applied in the order yaw-pitch-roll (Z-Y -X). Linear velocities (ẋ, ẏ,
ż) and accelerations (ẍ, ÿ, z̈) are defined with regard to the MAV body fixed coordinate frame. The same
coordinate frame is used for the angular velocities (ϕ̇, θ̇, ψ̇).

After setting the coordinate frame conventions, the state of the aerial device can be defined. The height
and velocity controllers, in the mid-level control layer, require the corresponding estimates of height (z)
and linear velocities (ẋ, ẏ and ż). Furthermore, the velocity controllers also require the linear accelerations
(ẍ, ÿ and z̈) to compute the roll, pitch and thrust commands, as explained in Section 5.3. Similarly, the
orientation of the platform (ϕ, θ and ψ) and the angular velocities (ϕ̇, θ̇ and ψ̇) are required by the attitude
controllers in the low-level control layer to compute the motor commands.

Regarding the high-level control layer, the MAV behaviours module requires the distance to the obstacles
situated below (db), in front (df ) and at both sides of the platform (dl and dr, for left and right respectively).
The height estimation z is performed with regard to the take-off location, and may not coincide with the
distance to the nearest obstacle situated below the platform db (see Section 6 for details).

Finally, the full position of the platform with regard to some agreed coordinate origin (typically the take-
off location) is required to tag the pictures taken during an inspection mission. Thus, x and y estimates are
also required. The full MAV state is defined in Table 1, indicating which module or control system requires
each state variable.

5.3. Flight Control

This section focuses on the low- and mid-level control layers. The low-level layer is in charge of running
the attitude and thrust controllers, i.e. this layer comprises the controllers in charge of keeping the desired

3ROS coordinate frame conventions are followed, see www.ros.org/reps/rep-0103.html
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roll (ϕd), pitch (θd), yaw velocity (ψ̇d) and thrust (Td). Since these controllers are typically provided by the
manufacturer as part of the platform firmware, they are not further discussed in this paper.

The mid-level control layer is in charge of tracking the desired linear velocity commands ẋd, ẏd and żd
by providing the suitable attitude and thrust commands to the low-level controllers. Notice that, when a
multirotor is tilted, i.e. rotated around the X and/or the Y axis, it suffers an acceleration towards that
specific direction. The movement along the X axis is controlled through suitable pitch commands, while
roll commands are used to control the movement along the Y axis. Regarding movements along the Z axis
(changes in height), they can be controlled by means of suitable thrust commands.

Regarding the latter, three linear velocity controllers have been implemented in the form of the respective
following three PID controllers:

θd(t) = K ẋ
p Eẋ(t)−K ẋ

d ẍ+K ẋ
i

∫ t

0

Eẋ(τ) dτ, (1)

ϕd(t) = K ẏ
p Eẏ(t)−K ẏ

d ÿ +K ẏ
i

∫ t

0

Eẏ(τ) dτ, (2)

T ∗d (t) = K ż
p Eż(t)−K ż

d z̈ +K ż
i

∫ t

0

Eż(τ) dτ, (3)

where the outputs θd, ϕd and T ∗d are the desired pitch, roll and thrust, Eẋ, Eẏ and Eż are the errors in
the three linear velocities, and KDOF

p , KDOF
d and KDOF

i are the constants for the proportional, derivative
and integral terms for the corresponding degree of freedom, namely ẋ, ẏ and ż. Notice that the linear
accelerations estimated by the IMU are involved in the derivative terms of the PIDs.

The desired thrust T ∗d is added to the thrust value necessary to compensate the weight of the platform,
i.e. the thrust for hovering, Th. Thus, the final desired thrust value is obtained as

Td(t) = Th + T ∗d (t). (4)

The suitable value for the hovering thrust depends, obviously, on the vehicle weight, but also on the air
density, which varies with the air temperature. For a proper configuration of this value, an auto-adjustment
procedure is performed the first time that the MAV takes off. After changing to the flying stage, the MAV
height is checked to be high enough to prevent perturbations due to the proximity to the ground. Then,
the vehicle is left to free hover and the mean of the desired thrust is computed. During this process, the
height controller will try to contribute to the initial Th the suitable value to hover. After some seconds, Th
is overwritten with the computed mean, but limiting the update ∆Th to Th incr, to prevent oscillations. The
process is repeated until Th converges.

Regarding the height controller, it is activated when the desired vertical velocity żd is zero. When this
command becomes null, the platform height is saved as the desired height zd, and used to compute the
height error Ez. PID control has also been used to implement this controller. The output of this PID is the
desired vertical speed ż∗d :

ż∗d(t) = Kz
p Ez(t)−Kz

d ż +Kz
i

∫ t

0

Ez(τ) dτ. (5)

Notice that, this time, the derivative term makes use of the estimated velocity in the vertical axis. Before
being introduced in the vertical speed controller, the output of this PID is saturated by means of

żd(t) = max(−żdM
, min(żdM

, ż∗d(t))), (6)

where żdM
is the maximum vertical velocity allowed. This is performed to limit the ascending/descending

speed of the platform when it is trying to keep a certain height, as well as to reduce the effect produced by
possible errors in the height estimation.
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5.4. Behaviour-based Control

The high-level control layer executes the MAV behaviours module. Following the SA paradigm, this
module comprises a set of robotic behaviours which are in charge of fulfilling the commanded task, indicated
by the user/surveyor via qualitative instructions, while performing self-preservation tasks such as obstacle
detection and collision avoidance. In other words, this module combines the user desired speed with the
available sensor data through a reactive control strategy to provide the desired velocity command (ẋd, ẏd,
żd).

The robot behaviours are organized in a hybrid competitive-cooperative framework. This framework
makes use of the following combination mechanisms:

• a competitive mechanism to allow a higher priority behaviour to overwrite the output of a lower priority
behaviour, which consists in using a suppression mechanism taken from the subsumption architectural
model [2] (see Fig. 4 [left]);

• a cooperative mechanism to merge the output of several behaviours with the same priority level, which
is performed through a motor schema [2], where all the behaviours involved supply each a motion
vector, so that the final output is the weighted summation of all motion vectors (see Fig. 4 [middle]);
and

• a selective mechanism to choose between the ouptput of two or more behaviours, i.e. a sort of multi-
plexer (see Fig. 4 [right]).

Figure 5 details our behaviour-based architecture, showing how the different behaviours are organized
and how they contribute to the final speed command. The different behaviours are grouped depending on
its purpose, setting up four general categories:

• Behaviours to accomplish the user intention. This group comprises the attenuated go, the attenu-
ated inspect and the waiting for connectivity behaviours. The behaviour attenuated go propagates the
user desired speed vector command, attenuating it towards zero in the presence of close obstacles. In
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Figure 6: Collision avoidance functionality for the MAV approaching a wall. This results from the joint actuation of the
attenuated go/inspect and the prevent collision behaviours.

more detail, when the vehicle is moving towards an obstacle, the speed is reduced in accordance to the
proximity to the obstacle. The speed is not attenuated when the user command moves the MAV away
from the obstacle. By way of example, when the vehicle moves along the longitudinal axis obeying a
user command ẋud, the output of the attenuated go behaviour ẋd ag is computed as

ẋd ag = min(ẋud, Kag ẋdM
·max(0, df − dm)), (7)

where Kag ∈ [0, 1] is the attenuation factor, ẋdM
is the maximum speed allowed along the X axis, df

is the estimated distance to the nearest obstacle in front of the MAV and dm is the minimum distance
allowed to any obstacle. Notice that Eq. 7 limits the final speed command to the user desired speed,
which in turn is also limited through the user interface.

The attenuated inspect behaviour proceeds in the same way, being only activated in the so-called
inspection mode. While in this mode, the vehicle moves at a constant and reduced speed (if it is not
hovering) and user commands for longitudinal displacements or turning around the vertical axis are
ignored. Furthermore, a PID controller, similar to that used for height control, is activated to provide
the suitable velocity commands along the longitudinal axis (ẋd ai). In this way, during an inspection,
the platform keeps at a constant distance and orientation with regard to the front wall, for improved
image capture.

Finally, the waiting for connectivity behaviour sets zero speed (i.e. hovering) when the connection
with the base station is lost. After some seconds, if the connection is not restored, this behaviour is
also in charge of landing the platform.

• Behaviours to ensure the platform safety within the environment. This category includes the pre-
vent collision behaviour, which generates a repulsive vector to separate the platform from surrounding
obstacles, whose magnitude increases as a function of proximity. By way of example, when an ob-
stacle is detected in front of the platform, at a distance lower than the minimum allowed (dm), the
prevent collision behaviour gives rise to the following output

ẋd pc = −Kpc ẋdM
·max(0, dm − df ), (8)

where Kpc ∈ [0, 1] is the repulsion factor. The joint actuation of this behaviour and the attenu-
ated go/inspect behaviours implements the collision avoidance functionality on-board the platform.
Figure 6 illustrates this joint actuation for the case of the MAV approaching a wall.

A second behaviour called limit max height produces an attraction vector towards the ground when
the vehicle is approaching its maximum flight height. This is computed as

żd lmh = −Klmh żdM
·max(0, z − zM ), (9)
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where Klmh ∈ [0, 1] is the attraction factor, and żdM
and zM are the maximum allowed values for the

vertical speed and height.

A last behaviour called ensure reference surface detection generates suitable attraction vectors that
keep the platform close enough to at least one of the reference surfaces (the ground or the front wall),
to ensure proper state estimations when using the optical flow sensors (see Section 6.1 for the details).
Thus, if the vehicle requires the ground to estimate its estate (i.e. there is no wall in front of the
MAV), an attraction vector towards this surface is applied when the distance db exceeds a maximum
value dbM . The attraction vector is computed as

żd ers = −Kers żdM
·max(0, db − dbM ), (10)

where Kers ∈ [0, 1] is the attraction factor. Similarly, when the vehicle requires the front wall to
estimate its estate (i.e. the ground is not detected by the bottom looking optical flow sensor), an
attraction vector towards the inspected wall is applied. This is computed as

ẋd ers = Kers ẋdM
·max(0, df − dfM ), (11)

where dfM is the maximum distance allowed regarding the inspected wall. Furthermore, in this situa-
tion, the commands for turning around the vertical axis are suppressed to keep detecting the wall in
front of the platform. This is performed through a desired angular velocity that compensates the user
rotation command ψ̇ud:

ψ̇d ers = −ψ̇ud. (12)

• Behaviours to increase the autonomy level. This category comprises the behaviours that provide higher
levels of autonomy to both simplify the vehicle operation and to introduce further assistance during
inspections. The go ahead behaviour is in charge of keeping the user speed command, i.e. the user
does not need to reiterate the command all the time, until some obstacle is detected or a new desired
speed is introduced by the user. This behaviour is of special interest when a large displacement has
to be performed, for example, to go to the next wall to be inspected. An analogous behaviour called
inspect ahead is in use when the platform is flying in inspection mode. This is useful, for example, when
surveying a large wall. Notice that the output of the behaviours in this category can be overwritten
at any time by the behaviours in the previous mentioned categories.

• Behaviours to check flight viability. This group does not contribute to the speed command, but it is
in charge of ensuring that the flight can start or progress at a certain moment in time. This group
includes only one behaviour named low battery land that makes the vehicle descend and land when
the battery is almost exhausted, i.e. its voltage is below a minimum value vm.

As a final note, we would like to highlight that this set of behaviours has been designed having in mind
the visual inspection application.

6. State Estimation

The estimation of the state is performed processing and combining the data provided by the different
sensors. The state estimation module has been designed as a pipeline comprising several components which
perform a specific task each. These components can be added or removed depending on the processes that
need to be performed to get an estimate for one or more state variables from the data provided by a specific
sensor belonging to the particular sensor suite employed on every occasion. Actually, there is a pipeline for
every sensor suite. They will be described in the following sections, formalized through the following types
of components:
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• Driver. This component is used to communicate with a sensor device and to introduce the raw data
into the pipeline.

• Data filtering. It provides different kinds of filters to block, restrict and/or smooth data. Some
examples are the mean filter, the median filter and different versions of the Kalman Filter.

• Data preparation. This component eliminates/compensates undesired effects (such as biases or offsets)
from the measured data. For example, a data preparation component can be used to eliminate the
gravity acceleration from the linear acceleration measure captured with an IMU. Another component
can be used to compensate the tilt (roll and pitch) of the MAV in order to obtain an accurate estimate
of the distance to the ground from a bottom-looking range sensor data.

• Data splitting. This component allows splitting the information included in a data structure, so that
several output structures are provided with a part of the information each. For example, a data
splitting module can be used to divide an image into two sub-images, or to separate the different
channels of a colour image.

• Data processing. This is the key component in charge of processing data to obtain useful information
for the state estimation. This component can be used to implement processes such as odometers,
SLAM methods, etc.

• Data combination. It is used to merge data from two or more inputs, usually fed by data processing
components, to obtain a state estimation. This can entail some kind of process to select the suitable
data among the input elements, according to some conditions.

As anticipated before, the different pipelines are detailed in the following subsections.

6.1. Sensor Suite 1

The state estimation pipeline designed for the SS1 is shown in Fig. 7. Seven driver components are used,
one for each sensor: the IMU, two optical flow sensors, one optical range sensor, two US range sensors and
one camera.

The driver component for the IMU is assumed to provide the orientation of the platform, the linear
accelerations and the angular velocities. All these values are usually filtered on-board the IMU device, so
that further filtering is not required. Nevertheless, the measured linear accelerations are affected by the
gravity acceleration. To compensate this effect, a data preparation component is used, taking into account
the platform roll and pitch, to compensate the corresponding value to each linear acceleration component.

Moreover, the linear acceleration measures are typically affected by some static bias. This is compensated
in the same data preparation component, estimating a bias for each axis as the mean value of the first N
measures after platform switch-on, and subtracting them from the gravity-compensated measures.

The drivers for the optical flow sensors provide both the velocity regarding the reference surface (the
ground for the bottom-looking sensor and the front wall for the forward-looking sensor) and the distance to
that surface (measured by means of the embedded US range sensor). A data filtering component is used to
filter out the peaks (if any) in the measured distance, as well as to smooth the velocities. Firstly, a so-called
peak filter is used to detect large changes in the measured distance. When this occurs, the last distance
used is employed until detecting the end of the peak (i.e. the current distance becomes similar to the last
used). If the peak has not finished after some time, it may indicate that this is due to a discontinuity in the
reference surface (indeed it was not a peak), and the new measured distance is used. Notice that, while in
normal operation, this filter does not introduce any delay into the distance measurement.

Secondly, a Kalman Filter (KF) is used to smooth the velocities estimated through optical flow mea-
surement and also to estimate the normal speed with regard to the reference surface. Notice that, in SS1,
the bottom-looking optical flow sensor provides the longitudinal and lateral velocities (ẋ and ẏ), while the
vertical velocity (ż) is estimated from the measured distance by the KF. For the case of the forward-looking
optical flow sensor, it provides the lateral and vertical velocities (ẏ and ż in the body fixed coordinate frame),
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Figure 7: State estimation pipeline for the SS1. Sensor orientation: BL/bottom-looking, FL/forward-looking, LL/left-looking,
RL/right-looking.

and the KF is used to estimate the longitudinal speed (ẋ). Due to the estimation of these state variables
via software, i.e. not through a direct sensing device, the corresponding components in the pipeline can also
be considered as data processing, as indicated in Fig. 7.

The optical range sensor is added to measure the distance to the floor with a detection range larger
than the one provided by the US sensor embedded in the optical flow device. The data supplied by the
corresponding driver is introduced in a third data filtering component. This makes use of an averaging filter,
to remove the high-frequency noise, and a peak filter, as used for the distance provided by the optical flow
sensors. The resulting distance is introduced in a data preparation component which compensates the MAV
tilt, to obtain the distance to the floor. This is then introduced in two data processing components. On
the one hand, the MAV height (z) is estimated in a so-called height estimator. This component keeps the
values for the estimated heights of the platform and the floor, both initialized to zero. When a new distance
measure db is received, this component computes the difference ∆d regarding the previous distance received.
If this value is below a certain threshold, it is considered a change in the flight height, and ∆d is added to
the estimated MAV height. If ∆d is above the threshold, the distance change is considered to be probably
due to a discontinuity in the floor, and the ∆d is added to or subtracted from the estimated floor height,
while the MAV height is preserved. Notice that both heights are always referenced to the take-off surface.

On the other hand, the tilt-compensated distance is also used to estimate the vertical speed ż. The
corresponding component computes the instantaneous velocity by means of discrete differentiation. If the
result is above a given threshold, probably due to a discontinuity in the floor surface or due to an error in
the distance sensor, the velocity measure is considered incorrect and it is set to zero. The filtered velocity is
finally introduced in a smoothing KF, as performed for the velocities provided by the optical flow sensors.

The drivers for the side-looking US range sensors provide the distance to the obstacles situated to the
left (dl) and to the right (dr) of the platform. This values do not require any filtering nor preparation.

Finally, the camera driver supplies colour images from the environment situated in front of the MAV.
These images are introduced into a data processing component which runs a SLAM algorithm. The output
of this process is the position and orientation of the platform regarding the take-off location (further details
are provided in Section 7.2).
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Table 2: Selection of the source for the MAV velocities and height state variables, when using the SS1.

Mode
Sensor availability Sensor selection

BL optF FL optF optR z ẋ ẏ ż

0 OK N/A OK optR BL optF BL optF optR∗

1 OK OK OK optR BL optF BL optF FL optF
2 N/A OK OK optR FL optF∗ FL optF FL optF
3 N/A OK N/A

∫
ż FL optF∗ FL optF FL optF

-1 N/A N/A OK optR 0 0 optR∗

-2 N/A N/A N/A
∫
val′ 0 0 val′′

BL optF refers to the bottom-looking optical flow sensor.
FL optF refers to the forward-looking optical flow sensor.
optR refers to the optical range sensor.
OK means that the sensor data is available.
N/A means that the sensor data is not available.
∗ indicates a derivation of a range measurement.
val′ and val′′ are positive values.

All the estimated state variables are introduced in a data combination component, the state provider.
This component combines all the estimated state variables to build up the MAV state. The values for x and
y are taken from the monocular SLAM algorithm and scaled using a λ factor since SS1 adopts a monocular
approach. This factor is computed dividing the estimated height z, which is taken from the height estimator,
by the scaled z provided by the SLAM method. The orientation (ϕ, θ, ψ), angular velocities (ϕ̇, θ̇, ψ̇), linear
accelerations (ẍ, ÿ, z̈), and the distances df , dl and dr, are taken from their unique providers, as shown in
Fig. 7. The distance db comes from the optical range sensor, while the one provided by the bottom looking
optical flow sensor is just used to know whether this sensor is detecting the reference surface, as explained
below.

Finally, the linear velocities (ẋ, ẏ, ż) result from combining the estimates resulting from the bottom-
looking and forward-looking optical flow sensors, as well as by the optical range sensor (just for ż). The
most suitable source is selected in every case depending on whether the reference surfaces are detected or
not. The rules for this selection are detailed in Table 2.

Four different modes (modes 0 to 3) are defined depending on whether the front wall and/or the ground
can be used as reference surface by the optical flow sensors (i.e. whether they are closer than the maximum
detection range of the embedded US range sensor). Following these selection rules, the MAV velocities are
preferably estimated based on optical flow measures, and only when these are not available, the system
makes use of the values obtained differentiating distance measures. Notice that the flight height is not
limited as long as there is a wall in front of the vehicle that can be used as reference surface by the forward
looking sensor (mode 3 is used in that case). The detection of at least one reference surface (i.e the front wall
or the ground) is guaranteed thanks to the ensure reference surface detection behaviour (see Section 5.4).
Nevertheless, in case this behaviour can not manage to achieve its goal, two additional error modes are
defined. The first one (mode -1) is used when the optical range sensor is able to detect the ground, so
that this is used to estimate both the height and the vertical velocity. The second error mode (mode -2)
is used when no sensor can detect any reference surface. In that case, the height value is increased using a
predefined ramp, while the vertical speed is set to a fixed positive value. This error mode makes the platform
descend in such an emergency situation (the PID controllers for height and vertical speed will reduce the
motor thrust trying to decrease the positive ascending speed).

The selected linear velocities are finally filtered in a KF, which is implemented in the same data com-
bination component (see Fig. 7). This is used to combine the estimated linear velocities with the linear
accelerations provided by the IMU.
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Figure 8: State estimation pipeline for the SS2.

6.2. Sensor Suite 2

Figure 8 shows the state estimation pipeline for the case of SS2. The IMU and the optical range sensor
are used to estimate the same estate variables as for the SS1 pipeline, so that the same components are
used.

The laser scanner driver provides the distances to the obstacles situated around the sensor. This array
of distances, i.e. a laser scan, is introduced in a data filtering component which applies two filters. On the
one hand, a filter is used to remove laser readings that are most likely caused by the veiling effect, which
is produced when the edge of an object is being scanned. On the other hand, we apply a range filter to
remove all measurements which are greater than an upper value or less than a lower value. This filter allows
removing, for example, all laser beams which collide with some element of the MAV structure.

The filtered laser scan is introduced in a data preparation component which compensates the roll and
pitch of the MAV, in order to obtain the orthogonal projection of the laser scan.

A laser-based odometer is used next to estimate first the 2D motion of the platform and, ultimately,
its 2D location. This data processing component makes use of an Iterative Closest Point (ICP) algorithm
to estimate the 2D transform T (comprising a translation and a rotation) necessary to match the current
laser scan with the previous laser scan (or reference laser scan). In this algorithm, the rotation in yaw (ψ)
provided by the IMU is used as initial guess for the transform. Furthermore, the reference laser scan is
kept during several executions, and it is just updated when the platform performs a large displacement.
This reduces the drift in the estimated pose produced by the noise in the scans, which can lead to non-zero
transforms even when there is no displacement.

The resulting 2D location (x, y) is not used as the position estimate due to the inherent bias in dead-
reckoning processes, but it is introduced in a 3-axis velocity estimator together with the estimated distance
to the ground (db). This data processing component is analogous to the vertical speed estimator used in
in the SS1, but defined for the three linear velocities. Like the one-dimensional version, this component
includes a first step to filter out peaks in the computed speed, and a KF to smooth next the resulting signal.

A data splitting component is used to split the orthogonal laser scan into three segments, where each
part comprises the beams providing information of the obstacles situated to respectively the left, in front
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Figure 9: State estimation pipeline for the SS3.

and to the right of the platform. Each segment is next introduced in a data processing component which
estimates the corresponding distances dl, df or dr as the minimum value among the readings.

As in the pipeline designed for the SS1, the 2D position of the platform (x, y) is estimated in a data
processing component which implements a SLAM process. This makes use of the tilt-compensated laser
scan and the position estimated by the odometer to create a 2D map of the environment and to compute
the drift-free position of the MAV. Further details are provided in Section 7.2.

Finally, a data combination component is used to collect and supply all the estimated state variables.
Unlike the SS1, in this case, each state variable has a unique provider so it is not required to perform any
kind of source selection. The same KF used for the SS1 is of application here to filter the linear velocities
fused with the linear accelerations.

6.3. Sensor Suite 3

The pipeline for the SS3 is detailed in Fig. 9. This looks very similar to SS2, but including the information
provided by the two optical flow sensors. This entails the use of the two drivers and the two corresponding
data filtering components already used in the pipeline for SS1. The information provided by these two
devices is merged into an additional data combination component. Within this, a selection of the suitable
state variables describing the 2D velocity (ẋ, ẏ) is performed following a subset of the rules defined for the
SS1. These rules are detailed in Table 3.

The estimated 2D velocity is introduced, together with the estimated yaw, into the laser odometer. This
is the key component within this pipeline, since it fuses the estimates provided by the optical flow sensors
and the laser scanner. In this case, the odometer makes use of the estimated 2D linear velocities to get
an initial estimate of the displacement of the MAV. This translation, together with the rotation indicated
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Table 3: Selection of the optical flow data when using the SS3.

Mode
Sensor availability Sensor selection
BL optF FL optF ẋ ẏ

0 OK N/A BL optF BL optF
1 OK OK BL optF BL optF
2 N/A OK FL optF∗ FL optF
-1 N/A N/A 0 0

BL optF refers to the bottom-looking optical flow sensor.
FL optF refers to the forward-looking optical flow sensor.
OK means that the sensor data is available.
N/A means that the sensor data is not available.
∗ indicates a derivation of a range measurement.

by the IMU, is used to initialize the ICP algorithm. In this way, when the vehicle is flying in a poorly
structured environment (such as a corridor or a single large wall without corners), where the ICP algorithm
fails, the displacement can be successfully estimated thanks to the optical flow measurements. The rest of
the pipeline is configured in the same way as for the SS2.

7. Implementation

This section provides details regarding the implementation of the aerial inspection tool. Section 7.1 tack-
les the physical realization of the aerial device, describing, by way of illustration, three different realizations,
and showing the specific details for the integration of the different sensor suites considered, which result in
a different configuration each. Section 7.2 provides details for the integration of the software corresponding
to all the control and estate estimation systems/modules described previously.

7.1. Physical Realization of the Aerial Platform

For the physical implementation of the aerial device, we have used three different commercial multirotors
produced by Ascending Technologies 4 (AscTec): the Hummingbird, the Firefly and the Pelican. These are
electric-powered MAVs that fulfil the requirements regarding the vehicle configuration, capabilities (such as
VTOL), size and weight, and hence they are suitable for flying in confined spaces or close to structures.

These platforms incorporate one IMU and two ARM7 processors. The primary ARM7, known as the
Low-Level Processor (LLP), is in charge of executing the low-level control layer, comprising the attitude
and thrust controllers. The LLP is also in charge of providing the inertial data from the IMU at 1 kHz.
The secondary ARM7, the High-Level Processor (HLP), is left free so that the user can implement its own
position/velocity controller. A serial connection is available to communicate both microcontrollers.

The Hummingbird is the smallest of the three platforms (see Fig. 10 [A]). This quadcopter has been
used as test bench, so that all the algorithms to implement the different systems/modules within the control
architecture have been firstly tested using this platform. Due to its limited payload (200 g), a laser scanner
can not be carried by the Hummingbird, so that this platform can only fit the SS1. The optical flow sensors
installed are the PX4Flow device developed within the PX4 Autopilot project [14]. Two MaxBotix US range
sensors HRLV-EZ4 US are used estimate the distance to the obstacles situated to the left and to the right
of the platform. As optical range sensor, we make use of an IR time-of-flight Teraranger One [24] which
can detect an obstacle situated up to 14 m. The camera installed is a uEye UI-1221LE, while the on-board
computer installed to execute the high-level control is a Commell LP-172 Pico-ITX board featuring an Intel
Atom 2×1.86 GHz processor and 4 GB RAM. Due to the limited computation resources of this board, the
visual-SLAM algorithm can not be executed on-board the Hummingbird.

4www.asctec.de/en/
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Figure 10: (Left) The aerial platforms as delivered by the manufacturer: (A) Hummingbird, (B) Firefly, and (C) Pelican.
(Right) the platforms equipped with the sensor suites, on-board computers and cameras.

The SS1 has been also installed on-board the Firefly platform (see Fig. 10 [B]). This is a hexacopter with
a higher payload capacity (600 g) that has been used to carry a more powerful on-board computer, which
allows executing the visual-SLAM algorithm. This is an AscTec Mastermind board featuring an Intel Core
2 Duo SL9400 2×1.86 GHz processor and 4 GB RAM. Regarding the sensors, the same devices installed
on the Hummingbird have been used for the Firefly. The optical range sensor has been changed by the
Lidar-Lite laser range finder that provides range data up to 40 m. Additionally, this platform has been
equipped with a GoPro Hero 4 camera to take first-person videos during the inspection mission.

Finally, the Pelican platform (see Fig. 10 [C]) is used to implement both the SS2 and the SS3. The larger
payload capabilities of the Pelican (650 g) together with its layered structure, allows fitting the vehicle with
a laser scanner and a powerful on-board computer. Regarding the laser scanner, a Hokuyo UST 20LX has
been installed. This is a lightweight device (only 130 g) that can detect obstacles situated up to 20 m.
The optical range sensor used is the Lidar-Lite also installed on-board the Firefly platform. Regarding the
on-board computer, it is an Intel NUC board featuring an Intel Core i5-4250-U 2×1.3 GHz processor and
8 GB RAM. The vision system installed on-board the Pelican includes a PointGrey Chameleon3 USB 3.0
device and a GoPro Hero 4. Furthermore, this platform has been fitted with a high power LED to illuminate
the inspected surface in dark environments. To implement the SS3, two PX4Flow sensors are added to the
previous configuration. Figure 10 [C] shows the Pelican platform fitted with the SS2.

Regarding the base station, we have used a generic laptop featuring an Intel Core 2 Duo T6670 2×2.20
GHz processor and 4 GB of RAM. A joystick or gamepad is connected to this laptop to allow the user/surveyor
to introduce the commands. The base station communicates with the on-board computers installed on the
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three MAVs via a WiFi connection. To this end, the involved machines can use both the 2.4 GHz and the
5 GHz bands.

7.2. Software Organization

To implement the inspection tool, we have developed software to be executed on the three different
processing units/boards available in the robots: the secondary ARM7 processor (HLP, according to the
manufacturer nomenclature), the on-board computer and the base station. The software for the HLP
includes the implementation of the flying state machine, described in Section 5.1, and the mid-level control
layer, comprising the height and velocity controllers. The HLP processor has been also programmed to
execute the bias/gravity compensator component, included in the state estimation pipeline, to prepare the
data supplied by the IMU (see Section 6.1 for details).

Both the on-board computer and the base station run Linux Ubuntu. The software developed for these
machines has been programmed using the Robot Operating System (ROS) 5 [23]. Each component in the
state estimation pipeline has been programmed as a ROS node (excluding the bias/gravity compensator).
All these nodes, which are executed on the on-board computer, have been implemented following the speci-
fications stated in Section 6. The laser odometer is an adaptation of [8].

Regarding the SLAM algorithms, we have integrated two existing solutions. On the one hand, the
monocular version of the visual SLAM algorithm ORB-SLAM [18] has been integrated in the state estimation
pipeline executed on-board the AscTec Firefly platform. On the other hand, the laser-based SLAM algorithm
GMapping [13] has been integrated as part of the pipelines designed for the SS2 and the SS3, both using
the laser scanner and executed on-board the AscTec Pelican.

The MAV behaviours module has been developed as another ROS node which comprises several functions
to implement the different robot behaviours described in Section 5.4. This node receives the user commands
and the state of the platform, and provides the final commands to be sent to the mid-level control layer,
executed on the HLP. These commands are sent to an additional node which implements an interface between
the HLP processor and the ROS software. In more detail, this node sends, through the serial communication
with the HLP, the velocity, take-off and landing commands, while provides the other ROS nodes with the
IMU data and information about the platform status: the flight stage, the linear acceleration biases, and
the battery voltage.

A camera module has been implemented to manage the camera during an inspection. This consists in
a ROS node which communicates with the camera driver. This module allows taking a single picture on
demand, as well as taking a sequence of images at a specified frame rate. When taking a single image, this
is sent to the base station for its visualization. Image sequences are stored on-board the MAV to reduce
network traffic. The images in these sequences are tagged with the vehicle position, and represent the output
of the inspection performed using our robotic device.

Table 4 shows measures for the CPU load and the memory usage, regarding the different processing
boards/units installed on-board the MAVs. These measures are given both excluding and including the
execution of the corresponding SLAM algorithm, which is the costliest process. As can be observed, when
the SLAM algorithm is not considered, the SS2 pipeline executed on the Pelican platform requires more
memory than the SS1, executed on the other platforms. This is due to the the different filtering and pre-
processing stages required to prepare the data provided by the laser scanner. Nevertheless, when the SLAM
methods are executed, the vision-based solutions included in the SS1 requires more memory to store all the
data structures that this algorithm handles. The percentages provided in this table are illustrative, since
the memory consumption will vary depending on the size of the map and the configuration of the algorithm
parameters.

The base station (BS) essentially executes two functionalities: the management and sampling of the
input device (e.g. joystick or gamepad), and the Graphical User Interface (GUI). Regarding the former, the
BS provides the user commands to the different modules running on the aerial platform:

5www.ros.org
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Table 4: CPU load and memory usage for the different processing boards. Metrics for the on-board computer provided
excluding/including the execution of the corresponding SLAM method.

HLP
On-board computer

Hummingbird Firefly Pelican
CPU load 62% 33%/– 7%/65% 6%/12%

Memory usage – 15%/– 15%/66% 27%/40%

• the user desired velocities along the three axes, and the rotational velocity around the vertical axis,
are fed into to the MAV behaviours module,

• the take-off/land commands are forwarded to the HLP interface node,

• the enable/disable inspection mode command is delivered to the MAV behaviours module,

• the command to keep the current speed (i.e. to activate the go/inspect ahead behaviour) is supplied
to the MAV behavious module, and

• the command to take a picture or to start/stop a sequence is issued to the camera module.

Regarding the GUI, following the SA paradigm, qualitative explanations are provided to indicate what is
happening during the course of a mission. For example, the GUI indicates “going forward” when the go ahead
behaviour is enabled, or “low battery landing” when the corresponding behaviour is activated. The GUI
is also used to provide instructive feedback including the distances to the obstacles situated around the
platform, the flight height and the estimated velocities. When using the optical flow sensors (pipelines for
SS1 and SS3), the GUI also indicates the mode used to combine the information provided by the two optical
flow sensors (see Tables 2 and 3). Finally, the user interface is also used to show the images captured with
the on-board camera when these are requested by the user. Different visualization tools included in ROS,
such as rqt image view or rqt plot, become useful when developing the GUI.

8. Experimental Evaluation

This section reports on the experimental assessment of the aerial robotic tool. Since different configu-
rations using different sensor suites have been developed, this section firstly checks the flying capabilities
of the different setups. In this regard, Section 8.1 presents several experiments performed to evaluate the
state estimation and control performance in hovering and displacement manoeuvres. Secondly, Section 8.2
reports on the performance of the different robot behaviours, showing how each one contributes to the
control and/or safety of the platform. In third place, Section 8.3 evaluates the usability of the platform
is during an inspection mission. Finally, the localization methods performed while tagging the collected
images is checked in Section 8.4. During the experiments, a motion capture system has been used to obtain
the position, orientation and velocity of the platform. They all have been considered as the ground truth
(GT) in all experiments.

8.1. Hovering and Displacement Capabilities

A first kind of experiments, assesses the hovering capability of the platform. This manoeuvre becomes
a key component within the SA approach, as this is the reaction of the aerial platform while flying and
waiting for new commands. In this regard, Fig. 11 shows some results obtained when using the SS1 fitted
on-board the AscTec Firefly. This figure plots the histograms of the speed values during a 1-minute hovering
manoeuvre, performed in each of the four estate estimation modes (see Table 2). Indeed, each plot compares
the histogram of the speeds measured using the motion capture system (using a continuous line) with the
values estimated using the optical flow sensors (using dashed lines). To facilitate the comparison, the
histograms have been generated using the same quantization bins, and they are provided as a probability.
As can be observed, all the histograms are approximately zero-centered, what indicates that the platform
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Figure 11: Normalized histograms of estimated speeds for 1-minute hovering flights performed using the SS1 and the different
state estimation modes. Continuous lines are used for the data provided by the motion capture system (ground truth), while
dashed lines are used for the values estimated by the aerial device. Experiments performed using the AscTec Firefly.

performs a suitable hovering using the different state estimation modes. These histograms also illustrate the
quality of the on-board velocity estimations. Figure 12 shows the 3D position of the platform provided by
the motion capture system during the four hovering flights. Notice that the deviations with regard to the
first position which can be observed are normal since we do not apply position control but velocity control.

The hovering manoeuvre has been repeated using the laser scanner based system (i.e. the SS2) on-board
the AscTec Pelican platform. The results are provided in Fig. 13. As already happened with the other
platforms, the histograms resulting from the measured velocities are approximately zero-centered, and the
displacement of the platform is pretty reduced.

In a second kind of experiments, the behaviour of the aerial devices has been evaluated while the user
issues displacement commands. To be precise, in this case, the user/pilot is consigned to try to perform a
square-like trajectory. We have proceeded in the same way as for the hovering experiments, so that four
flights have been performed to evaluate the SS1 performance, using a different state estimation mode in each
flight. For the first flight, the state estimation mode 0 has been used, so that the bottom-looking sensor has
been utilized to estimate all the MAV velocities regarding the ground. The square-like trajectory has thus
been performed in the XY plane. The rest of the flights, using the state estimation modes 1, 2 and 3, have
been performed in front of a vertical wall, since this is required for the speed estimation. In these flights,
the square has been performed in the Y Z plane, i.e. parallel to the wall. Figure 14 shows the trajectories
performed by the MAV as indicated by the motion tracking system. As can be observed, the user/pilot can
easily perform the square-like trajectory parallel to the reference frame. Remember that the system lacks a
position control loop, so that the human is in charge of the positioning of the MAV.

These experiments also allow checking the vehicle reaction to the user commands. In this regard, Fig. 15
shows the user commands sent to perform the square-like trajectories (blue), together with the estimated
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Figure 12: Plots of the position of the MAV indicated by the motion tracking system during 1-minute hovering flights performed
using the SS1 and the different state estimation modes. Experiments performed using the AscTec Firefly. The green dot
indicates the initial point, while the red dot indicates the final point.

velocities (red). Notice that, during these experiments, the vehicle has been operated far from obstacles, so
that there are not attenuations nor repulsions, and the speed command provided by the MAV behaviours
module coincides with the user desired speed. As can be observed in the plots, the estimated speeds follow
the user desired speed, what indicates a successful operation of the velocity controllers. The plots also allow
validating the suitability of the velocity estimation procedure, since the estimated velocities are compared
with the velocities provided by the motion tracking system (green).

A similar experiment has been performed using the platform equipped with the SS2. In this case, the
trajectory followed by the vehicle consists in two consecutive squares performed at different heights. The
plots corresponding to this experiment are provided in Fig. 16.

A specific experiment has been carried out to assess the performance of the SS3 state estimation. This
consists in flying the AscTec Pelican platform forwards parallel to a wall situated at its left. The vehicle
has been displaced around 4 meters, and then it has been moved backwards approximately to the initial
location. During this flight, all the data provided by the sensors comprising the SS3 have been saved. Then,
several executions using the different state estimation pipelines have been carried out. Firstly, the SS1 and
SS2 pipelines have been used to estimate the vehicle speed. Figure 17 [left] provides the results obtained in
pink and black respectively. As can be observed, these approximately follow the ground truth value provided
by the motion tracking system, indicated in green.

Then, the SS2 pipeline has been used once again, now limiting the laser scanner maximum range to 1 m
(the sensor can detect obstacles at 20 m) in order to restrict the readings to the left wall, when estimating
the vehicle velocities. In other words, the rest of the walls and structures in the laboratory are ignored by
the aerial device. Under these conditions, the SS2, which relies solely on the laser scanner to estimate its
longitudinal velocity, is not able to provide a correct speed estimation, as shown in Fig. 17 [left] in red. A last
execution for the same sensor data has been performed using the SS3 pipeline. As can be observed in blue,
the speed estimated by the laser odometer, when the optical flow data is used as initial guess, successfully
approximates the ground truth speed.
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Figure 13: Results for a hovering flight using the SS2 on board the AscTec Pelican: (left) normalized histograms of estimated
speeds (continuous lines are used for the data provided by the motion capture system, while dashed lines are used for the values
estimated by the aerial device), (right) position of the platform (the green and red dots indicate the initial and final points
respectively).

Figure 17 [right] provides an additional analysis of the results obtained with this experiment. In this
figure, the estimated speeds have been integrated to obtain an estimate of the vehicle position along the
X axis. As can be observed, when the laser scanner range is limited, the vehicle position indicated by the
SS3 (blue) approximately matches the position indicated by the motion tracking system (green), while the
displacement indicated by the SS2 (red) is clearly underestimated, as was expected.

8.2. Robot Behaviour Evaluation

Once we have assessed the flight capabilities of the MAVs equipped with the different sensor suites, we
proceed to evaluate the performance of the robot behaviours. In the following, several experimental results
are reported in this regard, where each behaviour is evaluated using only one of the MAVs (and a specific
sensor suite). Similar results have nevertheless been observed for the other platforms.

In a first experiment, we check how the platform behaves in a situation of imminent collision. To do
that, we move the Firefly platform equipped with the SS1 towards a wall. The plot for this experiment
can be found in Fig. 18. The right plot shows how the longitudinal speed command provided by the MAV
behaviours module (ẋd) coincides with a user command (ẋud) of around 0.4 m/s until the wall in front of
the vehicle becomes closer than 1.5 m (instant A), moment at which the user-desired velocity is attenuated
by the attenuated go behaviour making the speed command decrease in accordance to the closeness to the
wall. When the wall becomes closer than 1 m (instant B), which is the minimum distance allowed (dm), the
user-desired speed is completely cancelled by the prevent collision behaviour, and the platform stops. Notice
that the user desired speed is around 0.4 m/s until instant C. The left plot provides the vehicle trajectory and
the wall position, as captured by the motion tracking system. The actuation of the attenuated go behaviour
is indicated in a different colour (pink).

A second experiment, reported in Fig. 19 [right], checks the performance of the go ahead behaviour. In
this experiment, we have used the Pelican platform fitted with the SS2. At the beginning, the user indicates
a longitudinal desired speed of 0.4 m/s and then activates the go ahead behaviour (instant A). At this
moment, in accordance to the behaviour definition, the speed command produced by the MAV behaviours
module (ẋd) keeps at 0.4 m/s although the user-desired speed (ẋud) returns to zero. This value is kept
until the wall in front of the vehicle becomes closer than dm (instant B), which is set to 1.2 m for this
experiment. Then, the prevent collision behaviour cancels the go ahead command and stops the platform.
This behaviour is also in charge of producing the negative speed command that separates the platform
from the wall until it is again at the safe distance (instant C). Figure 19 [left] shows the vehicle trajectory,
indicating in pink when the go ahead behaviour is active.

In a third experiment, we check the performance of the limit max height behaviour. Figure 20 [right]
shows how the Firefly platform equipped with the SS1 ascends at the user-desired vertical speed żud (and
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Figure 14: Plots of the trajectory of the MAV indicated by the motion tracking system during square-like flights performed
using the SS1 and the different state estimation modes. Experiments performed using the AscTec Firefly. The green dot
indicates the initial point, while the red dot indicates the final point.

the vertical speed command żd) until the platform reaches a height of 3 m (instant A), which was set as
the maximum height for this experiment (zM ). From time instants A to B, the behaviour prevents the
platform from going higher ignoring the vertical user-desired speed until it becomes zero (instant B). Next,
the platform descends since the user asks for a negative vertical speed (instant C). Figure 20 [left] shows the
vehicle trajectory, indicating in pink when the platform is at the maximum height and thus it is not allowed
to go beyond.

Results for a fourth experiment are plotted in Fig 21 [right]. This case involves the waiting for connectivity
behaviour and the Firefly platform. At the beginning of the experiment, the user orders a negative longi-
tudinal speed to move the platform. During the displacement, the communication with the base station
is lost (instant A), so that the user-desired speed signal ẋud is no longer available at the platform. As a
consequence, the afore mentioned behaviour takes control and makes the vehicle hover while waits for a
reconnection. After 5 seconds (instant B), the communication link has not been restored and the behaviour
decides to make the platform land. Figure 21 [left] shows the vehicle trajectory, where different colours are
used to indicate when the vehicle is receiving the desired command (red), when it is waiting and trying to
reconnect (green), and when the vehicle performs the landing manoeuvre (blue).

Figure 22 corresponds to a fifth experiment, aiming at checking the performance of the low battery land
behaviour. During this experiment, the Pelican is left hovering at almost 3 m until the battery voltage
becomes lower than vm, which is set to 10 V (instant A). At this moment, the behaviour takes control of
the platform to make it land. The landing manoeuvre starts with a descending stage, to make the platform
reduce its height up to 0.5 m, and finishes with the deceleration of the motors thrust (instant B).

Figure 23 [A] describes a sixth experiment in which the performance of the ensure reference surface detection
behaviour is assessed. This behaviour is only used with the SS1, so this experiment has been performed on
the Firefly platform. The experiment starts with the platform flying at a certain distance from the front
wall, so that the vehicle only makes use of the ground-looking optical flow sensor to estimate its velocity
(state estimation mode 0). Within this mode, the vehicle is allowed to ascend (action a1) until the maximum
distance to the ground, i.e. the reference surface, is attained (the maximum distance dbM was set to 1.5
m for this experiment). The next ascending order (action a2) is ignored. Next, the vehicle moves towards
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Figure 15: Plots of the speed of the aerial device while receiving commands to perform square-like trajectories. Experiments
performed using the SS1 on the AscTec Firefly.
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Figure 16: Results obtained with the AscTec Pelican fitted with the SS2 commanded to perform a double-square trajectory:
(A) plot of the trajectory indicated by the motion tracking system (the green and red dots indicate the initial and final points),
(B-C) 2D projections of the trajectory, (D-F) reactions of the MAV to the velocity commands in the tree axes.
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Figure 17: Results for a flight parallel to a wall using the SS3: (left) estimated speeds, (right) positions estimated via speed
integration. The results are compared with the ground truth and the values obtained using the SS1 and SS2. Experiment
performed limiting the laser scanner range to 1 m to force the situation inside the laboratory.

Figure 18: Performance of the attenuated go and the prevent collision behaviours: (left) vehicle trajectory and wall position
indicated by the motion capture system, (right) the user-desired speed is obeyed (→A), it is attenuated (A→B) and cancelled
to prevent an imminent collision (B→C) until the user-desired speed does become zero (C→). All units are in SI (m or m/s
accordingly).

Figure 19: Performance of the go ahead and the prevent collision behaviours: (left) vehicle trajectory and wall position
indicated by the motion capture system, (right) the user-desired speed is sustained while the wall is at enough distance
(A→B), it is cancelled and even forced to be negative to prevent an imminent collision (B→C) until the platform is again at
the safe distance (C→). All units are in SI (m or m/s accordingly).
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Figure 20: Performance of the limit max height behaviour: (left) vehicle trajectory indicating when the flight height is limited,
(right) the user-desired vertical speed is obeyed until the platform reaches the maximum allowed height (→A), then the desired
vertical speed is ignored (A→B) until it becomes zero (B→C), and finally the platform descends following again the desired
speed (C→). All units are in SI (m or m/s accordingly).

Figure 21: Performance of the waiting for connectivity behaviour: (left) vehicle trajectory indicated by the motion capture
system, (right) the communication with the base station is lost during the flight (→A), what makes the behaviour force a
hovering manoeuvre (A→B) while the vehicle tries to reconnect; after waiting for five seconds without success, the behaviour
makes the platform land (B→). All units are in SI (m or m/s accordingly).

Figure 22: Performance of the low battery land behaviour: the platform hovers at 3 m until the battery voltage is below 10 V
(→A), what makes the behaviour initiate the descending (A→B) and landing manoeuvres (B→).

the front wall (action a3) until the vehicle is close enough so as to also use this wall to estimate its state
(state estimation mode 1). Once the vehicle is close to the wall, it moves upwards (action a4) until the
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Figure 23: Illustration of the performance of the ensure reference surface detection behaviour: (A) experiment performed,
(B) trajectory followed by the MAV indicating the estimation mode used, (C-E) longitudinal, vertical and angular com-
mands/displacements (see text for the explanation). All units are in SI (m, m/s or rad/s accordingly).

ground becomes too far for the ground-looking optical flow sensor (2 m for this experiment) and the front
wall becomes the only reference surface (state estimation mode 2). Subsequently, the user tries to turn the
vehicle to the right (action a5) but this action is ignored to ensure a proper reference surface detection. Fig-
ure 23 [B] shows the trajectory followed by the MAV, indicating the estimation mode used. Figures 23 [C-E]
plot sensor data for the full operation, and for, respectively, the longitudinal, vertical and angular speeds.
The distance to the front wall and the vehicle height are shown to make evident the corresponding motion.

8.3. Illustration of an Inspection Mission

In a last experiment involving specific behaviours, we show the performance of the robotic device during
a typical inspection task. This experiment has been performed using the Pelican platform fitted with the
SS2, and a 2.5×4 m canvas which was printed to simulate the metallic plates of a vessel wall. The operation
starts when the user/surveyor makes the platform approach the wall to be inspected, i.e. the canvas. At
more or less 1 m distance, the inspection mode is activated, and, hence, longitudinal motion as well as
rotations in yaw are not allowed to ensure better image capture conditions. The operator next orders lateral
and vertical motion commands to sweep the surface, while records an image sequence at 10 Hz. Figure 24 [A]
shows the vehicle trajectory, indicating when the inspection mode is active. Figures 24 [B-C] illustrate the
full operation for the longitudinal [B], lateral [C] and vertical [D] motions. These velocities are shown at
the bottom of the plots, while distances to, respectively, the front wall/left wall/ground are shown at the
top, to make evident the corresponding motion. Notice that, when the inspection mode is enabled (between
instants A and B) the longitudinal user-desired speed is ignored, and a PID controller is in charge of keeping
the distance to the inspected wall, while the user only has the option of selecting hovering or motion in the
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Figure 24: Performance of the robotic platform during an inspection task using the inspection mode: (A) walls and vehicle
trajectory, indicating when the inspection mode is active, (B-D) longitudinal, lateral and vertical commands/displacements
(see text for the explanation). All units are in SI (m or m/s accordingly).

vertical or lateral direction, but the speed command is set to ±0.2 m/s. The plots also show repulsive speed
commands produced when the platform is below 1 m regarding the front or left wall (see instants C, D and
E).

8.4. Position Estimation for Image Tagging

Finally, we have evaluated the SLAM algorithms as position estimators to tag the images taken with
our aerial robotic tool, during an inspection mission. To do that, the positions provided by the two SLAM
methods have been compared with the position indicated by the motion capture system. Two experiments
have been performed to this end. The first one, reported in Fig. 25 [A], consists in a free flight including
movements along the three axes. The second flight, reported in Fig. 25 [B], consists in sweeping a wall. As
can be observed in the plots, the trajectories provided by both SLAM methods mostly coincide with the
path provided by the motion tracking system.

To evaluate the position error of each SLAM method, we have computed the histogram of the differences
regarding the ground truth values. These differences have been computed for the three axes separately. The
resulting histograms can be found in Fig. 25. Plots [C] and [D] show the error histograms corresponding
to the ORB-SLAM for the first and second experiment respectively, while plots [E] and [F] provide the
values obtained employing the GMapping method, used as part of the SS2 pipeline. As can be observed,
the position error is in all cases small and zero-centred.
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Figure 25: Performance of the SLAM algorithms in two different experiment: (A/B) trajectory estimated by the two SLAM algo-
rithms, compared with the trajectory provided by the motion tracking system, (C/E) position errors for ORB-SLAM/GMapping
for flight A, and (D/F) position errors for ORB-SLAM/GMapping for flight B.
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Figure 26: Handymax bulk carrier similar to the vessel visited during the field tests. Diagram by Rémi Kaupp taken from
Wikipedia 6

9. Field Tests

This section reports on the experimental results obtained from the robotic tool during the inspection of
a real vessel. The field trials were performed on board a Handymax bulk carrier with deadweight tonnage
above 45000 tons, and whose size was 190 m (length)×32 m (breadth)×16.5 m (height). A picture of this
vessel can not be included for confidentiality reasons. Instead, Fig. 26 provides a general view and the plans
corresponding to a vessel with the same characteristics. During the test campaign, the MAV was operated
in three different compartments: the cargo hold #4 (see Fig. 27 [A]), the water ballast topside tank #3 (see
Fig. 27 [B]) and the forepeak tank (see Fig. 27 [C]).

The operating conditions in each compartment were very different. On the one hand, the cargo hold was
a very large compartment where the light could be relatively adjusted, since the hatch could be opened and
closed. On the other hand, the forepeak and topside ballast tanks were narrow and dark spaces accessible
through a manhole-sized entry point, so that the onboard LED had to be used to allow for a proper visual
inspection.

6https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bulk_carrier
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Figure 27: Some pictures to illustrate testing on board the bulk carrier: [A] cargo hold, [B] topside tank and [C] forepeak tank.

The MAV used during the field trials was the AscTec Pelican platform equipped with the SS2. This
sensor suite, based on the use of a laser scanner, is suitable for flying in dark spaces (e.g. inside a ballast
tank) where the optical flow sensors, employed in the SS1, can not operate. Furthermore, this vehicle is
equipped with a high power LED to illuminate the inspected surface if necessary.

All the experiments were performed following the same procedure: (1) the vehicle is situated in a flat and
obstacle-free area for the take-off, (2) the user sends the take-off command using a gamepad/joystick and the
vehicle starts the flight, (3) the user approximates the platform to the area where the inspection has to take
place, while the control architecture based on SA takes care of the platform preservation, (4) the user can
optionally enable the inspection mode to make the vehicle move smoothly and keep at a constant distance
to the inspected surface, (5) a sequence of pictures can be started when desired, (6) the user can command
the platform along the lateral and vertical axes (also longitudinally if the inspection mode is not enabled) to
perform the inspection, (7) the sequence of pictures can be stopped when desired, (8) the inspection mode is
disabled (in case it was enabled), (9) the user commands the platform to an obstacle-free area for landing,
and (10) the user issues the command for landing.
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Figure 28: Images taken with the on-board camera while flying in the different compartments of the vessel: [A] cargo hold, [B]
topside tank and [C] forepeak tank.

Figure 27 [A] shows some pictures taken during testing at the cargo hold. In a first session, flights took
place in front of the aft bulkhead, frames #75-78, while in a second session, testing focused on the cargo
web frames, starboard side, frames #78-90.

By way of illustration, Fig. 29 shows the paths estimated for two of these flights. In the two cases,
paths were successfully estimated by means of the GMapping SLAM method, which makes use of the data
provided by the laser scanner. Figure 30 shows a longer flight in front of a large wall, in which the robot
flew from left to right and then back. On this occasion, the SLAM module got confused just before coming
back, and, because of this, the path does not ends where it started. This error is probably due to the long
distance to all the corners and lack of distinguishable structural elements inside the cargo hold. To show
the actual path followed by the MAV, Fig. 30 [C-D] shows the first part of the flight, while Fig. 30 [E-F]
shows the second part. Notice that this error in the position estimation does not compromise the platform
nor the mission, since the control actions take place over the speed. Some of the images captured by the
on-board camera during this flight can be found in Fig. 28 [A].

Figure 27 [B] shows some pictures of the experiments performed at the topside tank, which took place
in front of frames #111-131. Unlike the cargo hold, this compartment is a confined space where the self-
preservation capability, included in the SA framework, becomes critical. These tests also allowed us to check
the capability of the platform to take pictures under low-light (hatchway open) and under completely dark
(hatchway closed) conditions.

By way of illustration, Fig. 31 shows the paths estimated for two of the flights performed in the topside
tank. In the first case, the vehicle was flying with some light available from the hatch. In the latter case,
the hatch was closed, and hence the area was completely dark. In both cases, the SLAM method provided a
successful position estimation. Some of the images captured by the on-board camera during this last flight
can be found in Fig. 28 [B]. As can be observed, these are adequately illuminated thanks to the use of the
high power LED installed in the MAV.

Finally, Fig. 27 [C] shows some pictures of the experiments performed at the forepeak tank. Testing
took place among frames #215-225 in the upper stringer. All the experiments in this compartment were
performed in complete darkness.

By way of illustration, Fig. 32 shows the paths estimated for two of the flights performed in the topside
tank, while Fig. 28 [C] provides some of the images captured during the latter flight using the on-board
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Figure 29: Estimated paths followed by the aerial robot during two flights in the cargo hold: (A) 3D plot of the trajectories,
(B) 2D projection of the trajectories. The green and red dots indicate the initial and final points respectively.

camera. As happened in the topside tank, the self-preservation capability of the platform ensured an effective
and safe operation, while the laser-based SLAM process supplied correct position estimations thanks to the
well-structured environment. The pictures provided by the camera module were also good, thanks to the
illumination available from the on-board LED.

The images taken during the inspection campaign were later analysed to detect the defective areas using
the saliency-based defect detection method described in [6]. Examples of detection outputs can be found in
Fig. 33. As can be observed, the detection method can successfully detect the corroded areas in the different
vessel compartments, without any problem due to the illumination conditions or the motion of the platform.

10. Conclusions

A reconfigurable framework to turn a MAV into a useful tool for vessel visual inspection has been
presented. Following the SA paradigm, this framework has been devised in order to obtain a robotic device
that can be operated as a flying camera that takes care of all safety-related issues, while the surveyor can
concentrate on the inspection task.

The system architecture has been devised to be reconfigurable in the sense that it can incorporate
different sensor suites depending on the platform payload capabilities and the operational/environmental
conditions. In this regard, three alternative sensor suites have been proposed and detailed, including the
software components necessary for their suitable integration.

An extensive experimental evaluation has been performed to validate the capabilities and usability of
different platform configurations, including tests performed under laboratory conditions and a real inspection
campaign carried out on board a bulk carrier. The results obtained confirm that the system requirements
have been successfully fulfilled. In particular, the images taken using the aerial robotic tool in inspection
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Figure 30: Erroneous estimation of the aerial robot path during a flight in the cargo hold: (A-B) 3D plot and 2D projection
of the complete trajectory, (C-D) 3D plot and 2D projection of the first part of the flight, (E-F) 3D plot and 2D projection of
the second part of the flight. The green and red dots indicate the initial and final points respectively.
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Figure 31: Estimated paths followed by the aerial robot during two flights in the topside tank: (A) 3D plot of the trajectories,
(B) 2D projection of the trajectories. The green and red dots indicate the initial and final points respectively.

mode present good quality so that they can be used for a posterior inspection of defects by a human surveyor,
or to feed defect detection algorithms to autonomously identify/locate the defective areas.

In comparison with the MAV presented in [4], the new approach allows introducing the human surveyor
into the position control loop, what increases the platform usability and makes the vessel inspection more
effective. At the same time, since its control architecture does not rely on precise position estimations (which
may be difficult to obtain in certain scenarios inside real vessels), the new platform is more reliable and
secure.
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